Cloud computing infrastructure is now widely used in many domains, but one area where there has been more limited adoption is research computing, in particular for running scientific high-performance computing (HPC) software. The Robust Application Porting for HPC in the Cloud (RAPPORT) project took advantage of existing links between computing researchers and application scientists in the fields of bioinformatics, high-energy physics (HEP) and digital humanities, to investigate running a set of scientific HPC applications from these domains on cloud infrastructure. In this paper, we focus on the bioinformatics and HEP domains, describing the applications and target cloud platforms. We conclude that, while there are many factors that need consideration, there is no fundamental impediment to the use of cloud infrastructure for running many types of HPC applications and, in some cases, there is potential for researchers to benefit significantly from the flexibility offered by cloud platforms.
Cloud computing infrastructure is now widely used in many domains, but one area where there has been more limited adoption is research computing, in particular for running scientific high-performance computing (HPC) software. The Robust Application Porting for HPC in the Cloud (RAPPORT) project took advantage of existing links between computing researchers and application scientists in the fields of bioinformatics, high-energy physics (HEP) and digital humanities, to investigate running a set of scientific HPC applications from these domains on cloud infrastructure. In this paper, we focus on the bioinformatics and HEP domains, describing the applications and target cloud platforms. We conclude that, while there are many factors that need consideration, there is no fundamental impediment to the use of cloud infrastructure for running many types of HPC applications and, in some cases, there is potential for researchers to benefit significantly from the flexibility offered by cloud platforms.
Cloud infrastructure platforms
Three different models of infrastructure cloud platform-private, community and public-were considered as part of this work. These IaaS platforms provide a service interface through which registered users can provision or access processing, storage and, potentially, other infrastructure resources. The IaaS interface provides an abstraction layer above the physical hardware, hiding the underlying platform structure. Where computational grids present challenges in managing authentication in a virtual organization across resources that are owned by different physical entities and offer more traditional job submission interfaces, cloud virtual instances appear almost identical to other remote servers to which users may have access, with the added ability to configure the instances and install software as required. Resources are provisioned based on machine images, disk images containing a complete operating system and software configuration. Users can bundle their complete application into a disk image along with the operating system or start cloud instances based on a clean operating system install and use scripting to deploy and configure their software once the resources are running.
The following subsections provide an overview of each of the three cloud models considered and detail the services made available to the researchers.
(a) Private cloud
Private cloud platforms use locally owned and hosted resources made available to a closed group of individuals, for example, a research group or centre. They are suitable in a range of environments such as where data volumes are too large for external transfer, where data security issues exist or where sufficient computing resource capacity is available locally but improved usage accounting and more flexible access for sub-groups of users is desired. Two private cloud platforms were available to RAPPORT researchers. The first was deployed at LeSC prior to the start of the project, while the second platform was deployed as part of the RAPPORT work. Private cloud was considered important because of potential issues with transferring large quantities of data to remote sites for some of the pilot applications.
The EUCALYPTUS open-source cloud platform [7, 8] was the cloud software used for both private cloud deployments. It was installed as part of UBUNTU LINUX using the UBUNTU ENTERPRISE CLOUD (UEC) platform [9] . The earlier platform ran on older cluster resources that lacked hardware virtualization support and used XEN [10] as the virtualization layer. This required custom configuration, since KVM [11] , which requires hardware virtualization support, is the default virtualization layer for UEC/EUCALYPTUS. A kernel was built for UBUNTU with XEN dom0 support and a deployment infrastructure was configured using kickstart to automate the installation of multiple cloud nodes. The private cloud platforms described here have constraints on the number of cloud virtual instances that can be operated because of the limited number of underlying hardware resources. However, the interface provided by EUCALYPTUS is equally applicable to much larger private cloud deployments. The specification of the initial LeSC cloud deployment, as described in [3] , is shown below.
-Head node: one U server, single 8- The updated RAPPORT cloud deployment used improved hardware and EUCALYPTUS v. 2.0. The presence of hardware virtualization on the CPUs enabled the use of KVM, simplifying the configuration and automated deployment process. The specification of the 'RAPPORT Cloud', as described in [3] , is shown below.
-Head node: one server with dual-core Intel Xeon 5130 2 GHz CPUs, 6 GB RAM, 160 GB SATA hard disk. 
(b) Community cloud
Community clouds extend the private cloud model to a wider community, enabling closed, but potentially large, widely distributed communities, for example, UK Research Council-funded researchers, to share cloud resources. They may take advantage of community infrastructure, such as the high-speed JANET [12] network linking UK academic institutions, in order to provide improved access to remotely located resources. An example of a community cloud resource is the UK National Grid Service (NGS) Cloud Prototype [13] , which was set up as part of the NGS to provide a prototype infrastructure cloud service based on resources located at two different UK academic sites. The ability to transfer data to and from remote cloud resources via the JANET network offered the potential to undertake some data-intensive tasks that would have previously been impracticable on remote resources. The cloud prototype was available until October 2011 and some members of the project team undertaking this work acquired access to the NGS Cloud Prototype.
(c) Public cloud
For many, public clouds are likely to provide the most easily accessible option for using cloud infrastructure. A number of commercial public cloud services are available, where users register, provide payment details and can then use different hardware resources, accessed via a service interface, paying for the amount of resource capacity they use. Examples include Amazon EC2 [14] , Rackspace [15] and Joyent [16] . Other services, such as those provided by VMware [17] , support the development and operation of a public cloud service. If private or community cloud services are not available, signing up to use a public cloud service is a straightforward option. Users generally have access to significant capacity, a range of hardware specifications, and can scale their requirements up and down at short notice. In some cases, resource usage can be changed within minutes. While providers do not necessarily provide explicit support for HPC software, the cloud virtual instances are equivalent to standard servers, and powerful systems with fast interconnects that are suited to HPC tasks are often available. Computing resource capacity is paid for by usage and larger resources are generally more expensive. If processing time is not a critical issue, it may be cost-effective to use cheaper resources with less processing power, resulting in a longer runtime but lower overall cost. Public cloud platforms are flexible and easily accessible but some users may have concerns about data security, data transfer speeds or the cost of accessing the required resource capacity, data transfer bandwidth and associated storage over the long term. This is particularly true in the case of HPC jobs, where data volumes may be very large, jobs may run for a significant period of time, and, in an academic environment, local HPC resources may already be available. However, public cloud platforms offer the opportunity to gain access to larger numbers of resources than may be locally available and, if there is a need to complete work within a short time period, the ability to gain easy access to large numbers of additional resources may be highly desirable. Various studies [18] [19] [20] have indicated the potential of public utility computing for running HPC applications.
For this work, Amazon EC2 was selected as the public cloud platform of choice. This was because of the previous experience that members of the project team had had with this platform and the limited time available to undertake the work.
Application domains
Applications from three different domains were investigated-HEP, bioinformatics and digital humanities. The chosen domains provided candidate applications that represent a range of different HPC profiles, such as high-throughput, close-coupled parallel and CPU/data-intensive. In this paper, we focus on the HEP and bioinformatics applications and the analysis carried out on these applications. 
(a) High-energy physics
The HEP group is involved with the compact muon solenoid (CMS) [21] experiment at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [22] at CERN and investigated applications related to the analysis of CMS data. The CMS detector records the interactions of particles produced in proton-proton collisions. The data are typically presented as 'events', which contain the detector readout for one independent set of collisions. The group worked with two software processes, the analysis of CMS collision event data and the Monte Carlo generation of simulated data that is required to support the data analysis process.
HEP applications are characterized by their need to deal with extremely large amounts of data. A typical HEP computing 'cluster' will host around 0.5-1 PB of data at any given time.
A typical analysis will focus on 15-50 TB of data at a time making data locality significant. Output data from analysis jobs are generally an order of magnitude smaller than the input datasets. An exception to this is Monte Carlo generation, which, while requiring only a few small configuration files as input, generates large quantities of data that simulate the CMS detector response. The output, which is comparable in size to the data produced by the actual collisions, is then stored for further analysis. Owing to the division of the data into quasiindependent events, HEP computing is highly parallelizable and, in general, makes efficient use of CPU resources, with usage approximately 80-90%. Aside from a small number of applications, HEP software in a research environment is custom-written, and CMS software [23] follows this general pattern.
The majority of HEP computing is currently undertaken on the Worldwide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG) [24] , using local batch systems to supplement resources. While the ability to scale resources using on-demand cloud infrastructure could be beneficial, the additional nodes would need to be able to interface with the existing grid infrastructure. Users are typically familiar with this environment, but various wrappers also exist to hide some of the complexity from the end users. Potential gains could be made at times of high demand, typically seen on the release of a new dataset, and from the ability to gain easy access to additional systems providing the SCIENTIFIC LINUX v. 5 (SL5) operating system [25] used by CMS software.
(b) Bioinformatics (i) Phylogenetics
Phylogenetics is a field of study in evolutionary biology that seeks to establish ancestral relationships between groups of organisms. A phylogenetic tree, representing these relationships, can be inferred by exploration of the search space of possible trees. Software tools implementing these algorithms use a mathematical model describing the evolution of characteristics of the studied organisms to generate hypotheses to which a likelihood score can be heuristically assigned.
Two widely used, open-source, computational phylogenetics tools, MRBAYES [26] [27] [28] and RAxML [29] , were used for the purposes of this analysis. They differ in implementation strategy, resource usage and approaches to parallelism. Unlike many other bioinformatics applications, these tools do not typically require or generate large datasets and can easily be run on remote resources. They accept different input data formats, but these are interconvertible, so the same dataset can be used for both tools. In our case, this was a set of DNA and RNA alignments provided by the author of RAxML and previously used to generate published benchmarks for the tools in question [30] .
MRBAYES is single-threaded code that can be duplicated and distributed across multiple nodes using MPI, reducing runtime approximately linearly up to a limit of the number of chains and replicates chosen for analysis. A forked version of MRBAYES that adds threading (via OpenMP) to extend parallelism is also available from the author of RAxML. MRBAYES uses the NEXUS input format. RAxML is more actively developed than MRBAYES and is designed to infer phylogenetic trees with greater efficiency than more mature tools. RAxML has historically relied on fine-grained parallelism (via Pthreads) [31] but has been enhanced to support MPI to expedite bootstrapping, the first of three phases performed during analysis. This aims to reduce the possible search space to improve performance. RAxML uses the PHYLIP input format.
(ii) Gene structure prediction Currently, genomics and transcriptomics data are being generated at an unprecedented pace. The major bottleneck in harnessing the biological information encoded in the avalanche of next-generation sequencing data is the availability of scalable computational infrastructure and advanced algorithmic techniques. Both infrastructure and analysis methods need to keep up with the rapid advances in sequencing technology and allow for tailor-made solutions that match the needs of individual research groups. Inevitably, cloud computing has gained an increasingly prominent role for storage and analysis of sequencing data generated in an ad hoc manner [32] [33] [34] .
High-throughput RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) is by far the most complex and most powerful next-generation sequencing application [35, 36] . RNA-seq generates millions of short sequence fragments of cDNA (often termed reads) that can be used in a range of analyses, including structurally annotating genomes and identifying alternative splicing isoforms.
The role of the cloud in the next-generation sequencing field, the overall importance of RNA-seq analyses and the challenge for accurate spliced alignment of long high-throughput transcripts for large genomes led to the investigation of running GENOMETHREADER [37] in a cloud environment. GENOMETHREADER is a mature, closed-source software tool available in the form of binaries. On the basis of a dynamic programming algorithm, it predicts gene structures by spliced alignment of cDNA/EST and protein sequences against a reference genome. GENOMETHREADER is available free of charge under a license agreement for non-commercial research institutes.
GENOMETHREADER can be extremely memory and runtime intensive, especially for very large long transcripts and large genomes. The sizes of the reference genome, of the RNA-seq data and of the aligned reads can impose significant memory requirements, each one of a different magnitude. Spliced alignment can be performed in parallel by splitting the input data, performing separate alignments and merging the resulting output [38] . The splitting strategy should match the characteristics of the available datasets. However, since it is not possible to know, in advance, the size of the matched regions, providing an estimate of the requirements is challenging.
Analysis and findings (a) High-energy physics
Two examples of software that a researcher at CMS might encounter were considered: firstly, an analysis of a specific dataset looking for J/ψ particles and, secondly, the generation of Monte Carlo data for a physics process that produces J/ψ particles. Both processes were tested locally to ensure that the applications were working correctly. Testing was then undertaken using the existing grid infrastructure and finally using cloud resources. Commercial clouds were ruled out owing to the time and cost of transferring and storing the large amount of data involved. It was decided to use local private cloud resources, which provided the advantage that it was relatively straightforward to integrate the resources with existing frameworks.
CERN provides a virtual machine image, CernVM [39], for a number of different virtualization platforms. In principle, CernVM can be used to run all standard experimental software for the LHC experiments and also provides basic grid functionality such as an interface to access grid-enabled storage elements. However, the deployment of experiment-specific software on this platform is left to the individual experiments. The CMS experiment currently does not actively encourage deployment on cloud platforms and instead leaves the decision up to 
The required changes were largely undocumented and required some 'behind the scenes' knowledge. Deployment of the CernVM image itself on the EUCALYPTUS-based private cloud platform was also not entirely straightforward. This was a result of the time taken for the relatively large disk image to be made available on the cloud resources. Their slow performance, particularly disk performance, resulted in timeouts during the virtual instance deployment. There were also driver issues and a lack of documentation owing to EUCALYPTUS not being one of CernVM's supported platforms. Chasing up individual problems on mailing lists and through personal contacts took time but the deployment was eventually completed successfully.
Once CernVM was deployed as a virtual instance on cloud resources, linking and access to the local storage element was tested and the two test applications were deployed and configured. Basic tests were performed to ensure functionality and, while no structured performance analysis was carried out, no significant decrease in performance was observed in initial tests for the examples studied. For a large-scale deployment, further integration with the existing tools, e.g. the CMS Remote Analysis Builder (CRAB), which is currently used for the majority of job submissions at CMS, would be necessary.
(b) Bioinformatics
Deployment of the phylogenetics tools, requiring transfer of the source code to the desired platform(s) and compiling to produce an executable, was relatively straightforward in comparison to the other software examined in RAPPORT. The tools use standard libraries, are easily recompiled and have no runtime dependences. A comparative analysis was carried out between several runtime platforms, both cloud and non-cloud. The aim was to analyse how the use of different platforms affected the tools rather than to analyse the relative performance or results of MRBAYES and RAxML.
It was observed that performance on two of the test cloud platforms was superior to the existing dedicated resource for a range of inputs. However, some datasets could not be run in all of the target environments owing to insufficient system memory, and others did not benefit at all owing to the overhead in provisioning resources, particularly on the LeSC cloud, which could take several minutes due mainly to network bandwidth issues and the age of the compute nodes, which resulted in poor disk performance. This demonstrates a requirement for intelligence in distributing jobs to platforms that have varying cost and performance benefits. A simple graphical user interface was developed to allow MRBAYES jobs to be submitted to the RAPPORT cloud platform, allowing users familiar with MRBAYES to run jobs on cloud resources without needing an understanding of the EUCALYPTUS cloud platform.
For the gene structure prediction application, GENOMETHREADER, attempting to run the application in a cloud environment served multiple aims. It enabled practical investigation of issues that may be caused by deploying in a cloud environment and allowed a comparative analysis between running on cloud and non-cloud resources. It also allowed investigation of the feasibility of running GENOMETHREADER in parallel in the cloud using the APACHE HADOOP MAPREDUCE software framework [40] and HADOOP Distributed File System (HDFS) [41] for distributed data access. Standard deployment of the application was straightforward, with no significant differences between cloud and non-cloud deployment. For parallel deployment, time constraints allowed only small-scale testing using 'toy' datasets. Nonetheless, it is expected that the proposed approach could accommodate RNA-seq-based annotations of large genomes and be customized to the needs of individual projects.
(i) Performance analysis-phylogenetics
MRBAYES was used to assess the performance characteristics of various runtime platforms and to determine the extent to which the cloud can provide an alternative to existing environments used locally for phylogenetics analysis. The different platforms used for testing are now detailed, along with identifiers, shown in parentheses, used in the performance graphs: m1.large virtual instances with two CPU cores and 2 GB RAM on the original LeSC cloud (lesc) and m1.large virtual instances with two CPU cores and 2 GB RAM on the RAPPORT cloud (rapport); hardware equivalent to the resources used in the LeSC and RAPPORT clouds, but deployed as nonvirtualized standalone resources (lesc-nv and rapport-nv, respectively); a standalone server used by the bioinformatics group, with 16 × 2.93 GHz CPU cores and 16 GB RAM running CentOS 5.5 x86_64 (codon); m2.4x large virtual instance on Amazon EC2 providing eight virtual cores of 3.25 EC2 compute units each, 68.4 GB RAM [42] and configured with UBUNTU 10.04 x86_64 (ec2); standard nodes on the UK National Grid Service grid (ngs). The Intel C COMPILER v. 12.0.4 was used to compile MRBAYES v. 3.1.2 h and RAxML v. 7.2.8, which were dynamically linked to the OpenMP runtime libraries. Benchmarks were undertaken using a typical runtime configuration: two runs, each of four chains and 10 000 iterations. The number of iterations was chosen to minimize variance while managing overall runtime. There were not a sufficient number to achieve convergence for the datasets in question but enough iterations were undertaken to provide a much more representative indication of performance than the minimal primates.nex file frequently used in other benchmarks and in the MRBAYES tutorial material [43] .
A preliminary test was conducted using the 'codon' system, commonly used by phylogenetics researchers at Imperial College London, to select a suitable dataset as the basis for further analysis. The results showed that different input files have vastly different resource requirements and that a simplistic analysis of the files in terms of the number or length of aligned sequences did not indicate how long or how much memory the analysis requires (see figure 1) . The 218 taxa dataset was selected for further benchmarks because of it being suitable for processing within the memory available on all test platforms. Figure 2 shows the runtimes of a pair of MPI processes on a pair of remote, singleprocessor nodes or co-located on a dual-processor node, indicating the minor overhead of network communication on performance of the MRBAYES application. The impact is less for virtualized hosts, possibly due to lower baseline performance in this case. The overhead resulting from virtualization is visible but is less significant on the rapport platform that has hardware with virtualization support. The figures presented are for runtime only and do not include the time taken to provision cloud nodes. This approach has been taken to enable a direct comparison between the computation time on cloud and non-cloud nodes. Since our focus is on supporting HPC applications where a significant amount of computation is involved, resource provisioning was not considered to represent a significant overhead. Limited tests of resource instantiation time for groups of eight cloud nodes of different sizes on the rapport private cloud platform, using cached images, showed times ranging from 55 to 110 s. We accept that other overheads, such as reduced data transfer rates to remote cloud platforms, can be an issue but recommend that for highly data-intensive tasks, local private cloud platforms are used. Figure 3 shows the relative performance impact of increasing the number of threads and processes available to MRBAYES. In the default configuration of two runs of four chains, each chain can be processed on a separate physical node with communication via MPI. Each chain can also be processed using multiple threads, up to the limit of the processors on a physical node. Quad-core RAPPORT cloud nodes were used for this analysis. Performance is shown to improve for every increase of nodes or threads, with the greatest benefit when moving from one to two threads or one to two processors. The optimal configuration is eight nodes each with four cores, which is limited by the runtime configuration of MRBAYES (run and chains) and the processors available on single nodes.
The final MRBAYES benchmark (figure 4) demonstrates the runtime of the empirically established optimal configuration for each platform. These results suggest that workloads with low memory requirements could be moved from an existing specialist, dedicated computing resource to a private cloud based on a commodity cluster. The runtime difference between the ec2 and codon platforms, despite their similar hardware specifications, may be explained by a difference in CPU cache size, but this requires further investigation.
Time constraints prevented extensive RAxML performance analysis but single-node benchmarks indicated similar performance across the available platforms. There is no benefit to multi-process parallelism in hill-climbing (standard) mode, unlike bootstrapping mode, which can exploit both fine-and coarse-grained parallelism at the cost of memory usage.
(ii) Performance analysis-gene structure prediction Deployment of GENOMETHREADER on cloud resources was straightforward, requiring the binary and the datasets to be transferred to the respective machine(s) where the software could then be invoked using a command line interface. A 32-bit binary of GENOMETHREADER 1.4.7 was tested on the two private cloud platforms, lesc and rapport, using an m1.xlarge instance, and on the non-virtualized lesc-nv resources. Tests were also carried out on a standalone 64-bit BSS compute server (bss) and a desktop workstation with a 32-bit LINUX install. Figure 4 . MRBAYES multi-thread multi-process (optimal configuration) performance for 218 taxa alignment on various platforms (p, processes; t, threads); from Cohen et al. [2] . (Online version in colour.)
GENOMETHREADER was benchmarked on two transcript sets. Both were extracted from the publicly available SRA archive SRR027942, generated as part of the transcriptome analysis for the Solanum Trichome Project [44] . Chromosome 1 of the tomato genome sequence [45] has been used as reference genome. Two alignment tests were performed. A 'small' test, aligning 900 454 ESTs (162 kB file) against the repeat-masked version of chromosome 1 (88 MB), and a 'large' test, aligning 5 022 454 ESTs (997 kB) against the unmasked chromosome 1 sequence. Table 1 shows the reported runtimes for both tests on various platforms. Testing on some hardware platforms (lesc/lesc-nv, large) was not possible because of hardware issues and time limitations, but the results show that the bss platform runs the tests with the best performance. This was expected owing to the better specification of the resource. The difference in results between lesc and lesc-nv suggests a significant overhead resulting from the cloud/virtualization layers. Parallelization of GENOMETHREADER runs was attempted using APACHE HADOOP 0.20.2 [46] . GENOMETHREADER requires two types of input datasets, the genomic sequences and the RNAseq data. It is important that both can be split to constrain memory requirements. The approach taken by HADOOPBLAST [47] , which allows the parallel execution of BLAST by distributing the blast database and software using Distributed Cache and using a custom record reader to process the set of FASTA input files, was extended by partitioning both input datasets when generating a HADOOP input file. This process was implemented as a custom Perl script that splits the datasets based on given criteria.
In the map step of the map-reduce framework, each mapper has access through HDFS to a specific designated pair of files containing the subsets of genomic sequences and reads. A subsequent reduce phase merges all spliced alignments and optionally computes the final consensus spliced alignment. Merging and computation of consensus alignment are performed using the open-source GENOMETOOLS software [48] which, along with GENOMETHREADER, is distributed across nodes using Distributed Cache.
Best practice
As shown in the preceding sections, there are situations where cloud infrastructure offers opportunities to support users and providers of computational resources by offering a practical route for expansion of existing in-house capacity or a viable alternative to provisioning new infrastructure. While the cloud may present an ideal option for some researchers, there are still domains where traditional cluster or grid platforms may present a more suitable option. The best-practice guidance aims at supporting both potential users and funders of computational infrastructure in understanding their options and making effective, optimal decisions about infrastructure provisioning and use.
(a) Best practice for researchers
An analysis of the experiences from researchers using clouds has enabled the project to produce a guide covering best practice for using clouds in research [5] . This work is based on interviews with and information provided by the researchers working within RAPPORT in the project's three application domains, supplemented by additional material from other cloud computing pilots, and we summarize the main findings from the guide in this section.
Researchers considering the adoption of cloud computing can refer to a workflow of activities (figure 5) to help them understand how a cloud may benefit their research, how to port their application to their chosen cloud, how to understand the technical, legal, ethical, environmental and economic challenges they may face, how to consider alternative platforms and applications, and how to plan for contingencies.
Many of these activities are integral to the effective execution of any software development project. Some, however, specifically relate to challenges arising from the work described in § §3 and 4. These include the following.
-Cloud suitability. likely to present technical challenges that are difficult to predict. Significant time can be lost in investigating and resolving them. For example, while the CernVM virtual image is provided for a number of virtualization platforms, running it under the EUCALYPTUS platform and configuring the associated CMS software both took a reasonable amount of time and effort. -Security issues. While cloud security was not a focus of this work, it is a complex area presenting a challenge for researchers. In particular, researchers need to understand where data may be stored, what security guarantees, if any, are provided, and restrictions on data they hold. Where such restrictions prevent data being placed on remote resources, using a local private cloud platform may be an option. Alternatively, researchers may consider the use of hybrid public-private clouds, for which approaches to systematically analyse security requirements are starting to emerge (see e.g. [49] ).
More generally, the challenges faced and tasks that RAPPORT researchers had to carry out when moving their applications to cloud resources demonstrate that there is overhead to the process and many required tasks may well be outside the traditional areas of researchers' expertise. Such tasks include developing and testing virtual disk images, resource capacity management and resource provisioning. Traditionally, these tasks would have been handled by system administrators, and this shift may, among other consequences, result in researchers having direct responsibility for the resulting costs of their resource usage.
(b) Best practice for funders
The project also produced a guide detailing best practice for funding the use of the cloud in research [6] . A primary recommendation was to ensure that researchers demonstrate an understanding of the potential costs and challenges in using cloud computing and have suitable plans in place to address these issues. Additional recommendations cover different ways that funders can help the adoption of cloud infrastructure. Although most of the recommendations are not directly related to the findings covered in §4, two result from the assessment of practice and performance of the three application domains investigated in RAPPORT:
-providing opportunities for researchers and system administrators to exchange knowledge/experiences about working with cloud infrastructure; and -in the case of provisioning a community cloud, being aware of the specialist requirements of research computing and how these requirements can be effectively supported via a cloud infrastructure; in general, HPC research may present fewer opportunities for resource sharing, owing to higher usage levels, and require more thought as to how virtualized resources can be made available to individual users.
It is intended that recommendations such as these help funders to deliver to researchers the resources that they need in a way that is cost-effective, and to the benefit of not just individual projects, but research communities as a whole.
Conclusions
The work undertaken in the RAPPORT project brought together researchers from a group of domains to investigate running a set of scientific applications on cloud resources. The work served as a means to identify the feasibility and potential benefits or issues of using infrastructure cloud resources to provide computing capacity for researchers. The experiment also sought to gain an understanding of the costs, both financial and behavioural/attitudinal, that could be incurred when moving to exploit cloud computing. The work resulted in a significant gain in technical knowledge and skills for the researchers involved and the development of best practice to guide researchers considering using the cloud and funders considering underwriting their use. Investigations suggested that there is no fundamental impediment to running certain types of HPC applications on cloud resources. The limitations many researchers face when trying to run HPC applications, such as not being able to access enough or sufficiently powerful resources or not being able to renew resources frequently enough, are all things that IaaS cloud platforms can assist with. There are many opportunities for future work, including the refining of best practice for researchers by assessing its utility in future cloud porting projects undertaken by researchers and carrying out investigations of other private cloud frameworks on a range of hardware.
